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the beginning of July, while d'Annunzio's legionaries and
some of the ex-servicemen Arditi had broken away from the
fasci. Worse still, the Bonomi government, which had
succeeded that of Giolitti, seemed determined to limit the
exploits of the fascists and the help they had been getting
from local authorities. The Sarzana affair made the fascist
leaders reflect—such of them as were capable of reflexion—
on the real strength of the squadre di combattimento when they
came up against state forces.
This happened for the first time at Sarzana on July 21
after seven months of violence, tolerated and even approved
of, when a fascist c expedition' found itself faced by repre-
sentatives of the state, determined not to let it pass. Five
hundred fascists from Florence, Pisa, Lucca and Viareggio
had concentrated at Sarzana and occupied the station.
Police captain Jurgens was there with eight militiamen and
three soldiers. The leader of the little fascist army, Amerigo
Dumini, explained to the captain the object of the expedition.
The fascists were proposing to surround the town in order
to set free c peacefully or by force ? ten fascists from Carrara
who had been arrested as a result of various outrages
committed In Lunigiana. At the same time they demanded
the person of Captain Niccodemi whom they accused of
striking the leader of the arrested fascists, Renato Ricci, to
whom Mussolini later entrusted the task of recruiting and
organizing the Balilla. This accusation was quite false, as
Ricci himself admitted later, but the fascist ultimatum
was none the less peremptory. While Dumini was arguing
with the captain of police the fascists grew impatient and
crowded round. c Enough of this chatter ', they shouted.
The militiamen came to the ready, and when a revolver
shot was fired on them from the fascist ranks, fired point
blank into this menacing and aggressive crowd, killing and
wounding a few of their number. The squadristi, accustomed
as they were to fighting unarmed enemies and relying on
the help of the state forces, lost their heads when confronted
with a dozen rifles actually pointed at them, and ran away
in all directions.
la the subsequent report, the squadrista Umberto Banchelli,
who signed it in his capacity of the expedition's * chief of

